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Summary

The Dlk1-Gtl2 imprinted domain, encompassing the
callipyge (CLPG) locus in sheep, has recently been
shown to harbor a large number of maternally ex-
pressed miRNA genes [1, 2]. Two of these (mir127 and
mir136) are processed from a transcript (antiPeg11)
that is antisense to Rtl1/Peg11, a paternally expressed
intronless gene with homology to the gag and pol poly-
proteins of Sushi-like retroelements [3]. We herein de-
monstrate that several additional miRNAs are pro-
cessed from antiPeg11 and that these regulate Rtl1/
Peg11 in trans by guiding RISC-mediated cleavage of
its mRNA. This is the first demonstration of miRNA-
mediated RNAi involving imprinted genes in mammals.

Results and Discussion

In Silico Prediction of Novel (anti)Peg11-Hosted
miRNA Genes
We first aligned the human, mouse, rat, sheep, and dog
Rtl1/Peg11 gene sequences by using ClustalW. To im-
prove the quality of the alignment, we performed a pro-
tein sequence alignment that we then back-translated
into the respective nucleotide sequences. A cluster of
tandem repeats (referred to as TRA, TRB, and TRC) at
the 5# end of Rtl1/Peg11 was aligned manually (see Fig-
ures S1 and S2 in the Supplemental Data available with
this article online).
*Correspondence: michel.georges@ulg.ac.be
We then generated a multispecies similarity profile by
sliding an 80 bp window across the multiple alignment
and by computing an average pair-wise identity score
for each window. This allowed us to identify four hyper-
conserved regions of, respectively, 91 (region I), 124 (re-
gion II), 114 (region III), and 92 (region IV) bp, within
which all 80 bp windows exhibited average pair-wise
similarities of R 98% (Figure 1). All four regions were
shown to exhibit highly significant deficits in synony-
mous substitutions (see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures), indicating that the corresponding gene
segments undergo evolutionary constraints other than
the protein sequence.

Hyperconserved regions III and IV coincide, respec-
tively, with mir127 and mir136, which are processed
from the antiPeg11 strand. To test whether hypercon-
served regions I–IV might encode additional miRNA
genes, we analyzed the corresponding sequences by
using RNAfold [4]. As expected, conserved hairpin
loops were detected on the antiPeg11 strand for re-
gions III and IV, corresponding to mir127 and mir136.
In addition, RNAfold also predicted conserved hairpin
loops on the antiPeg11 strand for regions I and II and
on the Rtl1/Peg11 strand for regions III and IV (but not I
and II), suggesting that both anti-Peg11 and Rtl1/Peg11
might encode additional miRNA genes (Figure S3). The
MiRscan scores [5] obtained with the human and
mouse sequences for the corresponding RNA stem
loops are shown in Figure 1.

By screening sequence databases, we identified a hu-
man miRNA (AY785934; hereafter referred to as mir432 )
mapping to the TRB tandem repetitions (antiPeg11
strand). Its position coincides with a 90 bp window ex-
hibiting an average pair-wise similarity of 95% when
human, sheep, and dog sequences are compared. Ana-
lyzing the corresponding sequences by using RNAfold
identified a strand-specific hairpin structure conserved
in all three species (Figure S3) and yielded a MiRscan
score (human-ovine) of 15.0 (Figure 1). We found no
evidence for a stable hairpin loop in the corresponding
rodent windows, which only exhibit an average pair-
wise similarity of 62% with their human, ovine, and ca-
nine orthologs. However, when analyzing the rodent
TRC repeats (which are absent in human, sheep, and
dog), we identified conserved hairpins in both the Rtl1/
Peg11 and antiPeg11 strands in a 94 bp window with
90% similarity between mouse and rat, and the result-
ing MiRscan scores (mouse − rat) were 4.2 and 13.2,
respectively (Figure 1).

Hence, bioinformatic analysis predicts four anti-
Peg11 miRNA precursors shared by all analyzed mam-
mals in regions I–IV: one rodent-specific antiPeg11
miRNA precursor in region TRC, one antiPeg11 miRNA
precursor shared by non-rodent mammals in region
TRB, two Rtl1/Peg11 miRNA precursors shared by all
analyzed mammals in regions III and IV, and one rodent-
specific Rtl1/Peg11 miRNA precursor in region TRC.
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Figure 1. Bioinformatic Prediction of (anti)Peg11-Hosted miRNA Genes

Schematic representation of the (anti)Peg11 locus showing (i) multispecies similarity profiles ([A] human, mouse, rat, sheep, and dog; [B]
human, sheep, and dog; [C] mouse and rat) identifying four regions of extreme conservation (I, II, III, and IV) and two regions of high
conservation (TRB and TRC), harboring evolutionarily conserved hairpin structures; (ii) pre-miRNAs predicted by MirScan (+ scores) in the
conserved regions, highlighted in red when experimentally confirmed, in blue when not; (iii) arrows indicating from which arm the mature
miRNAs are processed, and (iv) a cluster of tandem repeats (TRA, TRB, and TRC) highlighted as green boxes at the 5# end of the Rtl1/Peg11
open reading frame (See Figure S2).
Expression Analysis Confirms the antiPeg11- d
tbut Not Rtl1/Peg11-Hosted miRNAs

To verify which of these putative, in-silico-predicted,
ipre-miRNAs are processed into mature miRNAs, we

performed primer extensions by using total RNA iso- i
Slated from a range of murine tissues. We initially tested

four to eight probes for each of the eight pre-miRNAs s
fpredicted in rodents (the TRB pre-miRNA was thus ex-

cluded); these probes targeted both stem-loop arms t
Tand were offset by 1–6 bp within a given arm (Table S1

in the Supplemental Data). As expected, we detected (
extension products for the 3# arm of mir127 and for the
5# arm of mir136. In addition, we detected extension A

Cproducts corresponding to the 3# arm of the antiPeg11/
region I stem loop (hereafter referred to as mir431), for W

fthe 5# and 3# arms of the antiPeg11/region II stem loop
(hereafter referred to as mir433-5p and mir433-3p), and t

ffor the 5# and 3#arms of the antiPeg11/TRC repeat stem
loop (hereafter referred to as mir434-5p and mir434- [

s3p). The specificity of the extension products was sup-
ported by the fact that each mature miRNA was de- c
tected by at least two probes yielding products of sizes
compatible with the offset of the corresponding primers R

T(Table S1 and Figure S4). We were not able to detect
extension products for either of the pre-miRNAs pre- a
icted in the sense Rtl1/Peg11 transcript, indicating
hat miRNAs are exclusively processed from antiPeg11.

All detected miRNA shared an expression profile sim-
lar to that of Rtl1/Peg11, i.e., preferentially expressed
n embryo, placenta, brain, and skeletal muscle (Table
2) (Figure 2A). mir127 and mir136 were previously
hown to be imprinted and preferentially expressed
rom the maternal allele; they were indeed detected in
issue samples from mUPD12 but not pUPD12 mice [1].
he same was demonstrated in this work for mir431

data not shown).

ntiPeg11-Hosted miRNAs Guide RISC-Mediated
leavage of Rtl1/Peg11 in vivo
e then tested whether Rtl1/Peg11 is indeed a target

or the detected antiPeg11-hosted miRNAs in vivo. To
hat end, we used mouse placental total RNA to per-
orm RNA-ligase-mediated (RLM) 5# RACE experiments
6] aimed at isolating the predicted RISC (RNA-induced
ilencing complex [7])-mediated Rtl1/Peg11 mRNA
leavage products (Table S3).
One round of RT-PCR was sufficient to obtain clean

LM 5# RACE products corresponding to regions I, III,
RC (two bands), and IV. The products of regions I, III,
nd IV and the largest band of region TRC were directly
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Figure 2. Detection of Mature antiPeg11 miRNAs and Their Corresponding Peg11 Cleavage Products

(A) Pre- (embryo [Em], placenta [Pl]) and post-natal (brain [Br], heart [He], kidney [Ki], liver [Li], lung [Lu], and skeletal muscle [Mu]) expression
profile for Rtl1/Peg11 and b-actin (RT-PCR), as well as let7 and the seven antiPeg11 miRNAs (primer extension).
(B) Rtl1/Peg11 RLM 5# RACE products identifying cleavage products directed by all seven antiPeg11 miRNAs.
(C) Sequences of the seven antiPeg11 miRNAs (red) hybridized to their respective Rtl1/Peg11 targets (black); the arrows correspond to the
cleavage sites identified by RLM 5# RACE either by direct sequencing of the PCR products (DS) or by sequencing of individual cloned
products (numbers indicate the fraction of clones that identify the predicted cleavage site; both mirxa PCR products were cloned jointly [*]).
sequenced and shown to correspond to Rtl1/Peg11
mRNA cleavage products ending, as expected, at the
nucleotide complementary to the 10th position of the
respective mature miRNAs (mir431, mir127, mir136,
and mir434-3p). The smaller TRC product was cloned,
and the insert of 23 random clones was sequenced.
Five of these were shown to correspond to the Rtl1/
Peg11 cleavage product expected for mir434-5p, end-
ing in this case at the nucleotide complementary to the
11th position of this miRNA. The remaining clones cor-
respond presumably to random Rtl1/Peg11 degrada-
tion products. A second round of nested PCR was nec-
essary to obtain two distinct bands corresponding to
region II. These were cloned together, and the se-
quence of 20 randomly picked clones was determined.
Five of these corresponded to the expected mir433-5p-
guided Rtl1/Peg11 cleavage products, five others to
the expected mir433-3p-guided cleavage products. All
ended at the nucleotide complementary to the 10th po-
sition of the respective mature miRNAs. The remaining
ten clones corresponded to distinct, presumably ran-
dom Rtl1/Peg11 degradation products. (Figures 2B
and 2C).

These results unambiguously demonstrate the in vivo
trans-inhibition of the paternally expressed Rtl1/Peg11
by miRNAs processed from the maternally expressed
antiPeg11 precursor. They also demonstrate that
mir434 and mir433 are unusual in that both stem-loop
arms of the corresponding pre-miRNAs generate a ma-
ture miRNA incorporated in RISC.

The in vivo demonstration of antiPeg11-miRNA-
mediated degradation of Rtl1/Peg11 satisfactorily ac-
counts for the previously reported observation of a
4- rather than 2-fold increase in Rtl1/Peg11 mRNA
levels in mice inheriting a deletion of the Dlk1-Gtl2 im-
printing control element (�-IGDMR) on their maternal
chromosome. Such mice inherit two chromosomes with
a paternal epigenotype and are thus expected to show
a 2-fold increase in the expression levels of the pater-
nally expressed protein-encoding genes, including Rtl1/
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Peg11. Our results indicate that the observed 4-fold in- o
acrease is indeed due to the absence of the maternally

expressed noncoding RNA genes, including the anti- f
nPeg11-miRNAs, and thus to the lack of RNAi-mediated

Rtl1/Peg11 degradation—as initially surmised [8]. u

eIdentification of Drosha Cleavage Products
of antiPeg11-Hosted pri-miRNAs U

cWe then applied the same RLM 5# RACE technique,
with murine placental RNA, to the antiPeg11 strand in m

torder to detect putative cleavage products that were
mediated by mature miRNAs processed from the Rtl1/ t

ePeg11 strand and that might not have been detected
by primer extension. We initially selected primers to ex- d

fplore hyperconserved regions III and IV (Table S3).
Strong RACE products were obtained in one round of m

gRT-PCR and directly sequenced. They where shown to
correspond to cleavage sites that mapped at the base
Figure 3. RLM 5# RACE Experiments Targeting antiPeg11 Identify Putative Drosha-Catalyzed Cleavage Products

(A) Agarose gel electrophoresis of the RLM 5# RACE products targeting the four hyperconserved regions as well as the TRC region on the
antiPeg11 strand. The two lanes correspond to RACE products obtained with two distinct primer sets per region (see Table S3).
(B) Schematic representation of the five antiPeg11 pre-miRNA stem loops highlighting the experimentally identified Drosha cleavage sites
(arrows) and the mature miRNAs (in red).
f the mir127 and mir136 antiPeg11 stem loops (3# arm)
t positions agreeing perfectly with those expected
rom the action of Drosha, the nuclear RNase III endo-
uclease that catalyzes pri-miRNA processing [7] (Fig-
re 3).
We thus designed primers allowing us to scan the

ntire antiPeg11 strand by RLM 5# RACE (Table S3).
sing the same procedure, we readily detected Drosha
leavage products corresponding to 3# extremity of the
ir434, mir435, and mir431 stem loops. We also de-

ected a cleavage product ending at the 5# extremity of
he mir136 stem loop (and thus not cleaved at the 3#
xtremity) and supposedly corresponding to an abun-
ant processing intermediate. There was no evidence

or Drosha processing of any other, as-yet-undeter-
ined antiPeg11 miRNA precursor, even in the TRB re-
ion (Figure 3).
These results thus provide additional independent
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confirmation of the genuine nature of the five anti-
Peg11-hosted murine miRNA genes yet of the absence
of functional Rtl1/Peg11-hosted miRNA genes.

RNAi-Mediated Allelic trans-Interaction and the
Conflict Hypothesis of Parental Imprinting
The strong expression of Rtl1/Peg11 in the placenta, as
well as the most striking symptom associated with Rtl1/
Peg11 overexpression (placentomegaly [9]), suggest
that Rtl1/Peg11 promotes a placental supply of mater-
nal nutrients, as do other paternally expressed im-
printed genes, including Igf2 [10]. In this regard, it is
interesting that we were not able to identify the or-
tholog of Rtl1/Peg11 in 5.7 genome equivalents of the
Fugu genome, 6.6 genome equivalents of the chicken
genome, and 7.2 genome equivalents of the opossum
Figure 4. antiPEG11-miRNA and PEG11 Expression, RISC-Mediated PEG11 Cleavage, and Drosha Catalyzed Pre-mir432 Processing in Ovine
Skeletal Muscle

(A) Detection, in ovine longissimus dorsi, of mature let7, mir136, mir432, mir127, mir431 (primer extension), and PEG11 (RT-PCR; Table S2),
showing the cis effect of the CLPG mutation on expression levels.
(B) RLM 5# RACE products targeting intact b-actin as well as mir136, mir432, and mir127-guided cleavage products in ovine skeletal muscle.
(C) Sequences of antiPEG11 miRNAs (red) hybridized to their PEG11 target (black); the arrows correspond to the cleavage sites identified by
RLM 5# RACE either by direct sequencing of the PCR product (DS) or by sequencing of individual cloned products (numbers indicate the
fraction of clones that identify the predicted cleavage site).
(D) Agarose gel electrophoresis of the RLM 5# RACE products targeting the TRB region on the antiPEG11 strand. The two lanes correspond
to RACE products obtained with two distinct primer sets (see Table S3). Schematic representation of the pre-mir432 stem loop highlighting
the experimentally identified Drosha cleavage site (arrow) and the mature mir432 (in red).
genome, suggesting that Rtl1/Peg11 is eutherian spe-
cific.

The identification of maternally expressed trans-inhibi-
tors of Rtl1/Peg11 reveals a striking resemblance with
the trans-inhibition of Igf2 by the maternally expressed
Igf2r (after binding of Igf2 to Igf2r at the cell surface, the
ligand-receptor complex is internalized and targeted to
lysosomes in which Igf2 is degraded [10]). It suggests
that the same evolutionary forces at the heart of the
parental-conflict theory [11] have recruited RNAi in reg-
ulating fetal growth by selecting for mutations that cre-
ate strand-specific pre-miRNAs in antiPeg11 while
leaving Rtl1/Peg11 unaltered. The occurrence of multi-
ple antiPeg11 miRNAs suggests that they are individu-
ally incapable of fully counteracting Rtl1/Peg11. Prelim-
inary evidence for an unusual similarity among the
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miRNA precursors suggests that they might be paralo- o
wguous and provides a glimpse in how this multilayered

blocking system might have evolved (data not shown). i
m
tRNAi-Mediated Allelic trans-Interaction
tand Polar Overdominance
aOur findings are particularly intriguing in light of the un-
pusual inheritance pattern of the callipyge phenotype

(“polar overdominance”) in which only heterozygous in-
sdividuals inheriting the CLPG mutation from their father
cexpress the muscular hypertrophy [12]. We have pre-
pviously hypothesized that polar overdominance might
iinvolve the trans-inhibition of paternally expressed pro-
stein-encoding genes by maternally expressed noncod-
ging RNA genes, possibly miRNAs uncovered within the

DLK1-GTL2 domain [13, 14].
To test whether the predicted trans interaction oc-

Scurs between PEG11 and the antiPEG11-hosted miRNA
S

genes in skeletal muscle of sheep, we first examined m
the expression of the antiPEG11 miRNAs in this tissue l
by means of primer extension. mir127, mir136, mir431, D

and a miRNA corresponding to the 3# arm of the anti-
Peg11/TRB repeat stem loop (hereafter referred to as

Amir432) were detected in longissimus dorsi of 8-week-
old sheep representing the four possible genotypes at

Tthe CLPG locus (+Mat/+Pat, CLPGMat/+Pat, +Mat/CLPGPat,
2

CLPGMat/CLPGPat). The genuine nature of the newly (
identified mir432 miRNA was confirmed by the use of t
offset primers (Figure S4) and by the identification of P

9the corresponding 3# Drosha cleavage product (Figure
(4D). The expression levels of all these miRNAs were
Daffected by the CLPG mutation as expected in light of
C

the fact that they were most abundant in CLPGMat/+Pat

and CLPGMat/CLPGPat individuals sharing the CLPG
Rmutation on their maternal chromosome (Figure 4A).
RWe then performed RLM 5# RACE experiments to de-
A

tect putative PEG11 cleavage products. We first used P
RNA from CLPGMat/CLPGPat animals. Indeed, as a re-
sult of the cis effect of the CLPG mutation, these R
animals are overexpressing both PEG11 and the anti-
PEG11-hosted miRNAs, and therefore cleavage prod-
ucts are predicted to be most abundant in CLPGMat/
CLPGPat individuals. Using a primer annealing down-
stream of the mir127 complement, we obtained a band
after two rounds of nested PCR. It was cloned, and the
sequences of 18 out of 20 clones were shown to corre-
spond to the expected mir127-mediated PEG11 cleav-
age product. Using a primer annealing downstream of
the mir432 complement, we obtained two RACE prod-
ucts after two rounds of nested PCR. The smallest one
was directly sequenced and shown to correspond to
the expected mir432-mediated PEG11 cleavage prod-
uct. The larger one was cloned, and the sequences of
nine out of 18 clones were shown to correspond to the
expected mir136-mediated PEG11 cleavage product
(Figures 4B and 4C). We then performed the same RLM
5# RACE experiments by using RNA extracted from
skeletal muscle of 8-week-old +Mat/CLPGPat, CLPGMat/
+Pat and +Mat/+Pat animals. A weak mir127 cleavage
product was obtained in +Mat/CLPGPat animals but not
in the two other genotypes (Figure 4B). Neither mir432
nor mir136 cleavage products were detected in any of
these animals (data not shown). The higher abundance
f the RACE products in CLPGMat/CLPGPat animals
hen compared to the three other genotypes is thus

n agreement with the known cis effect of the CLPG
utation. The miRNA-mediated degradation of PEG11

ranscripts in CLPGMat/CLPGPat animals also satisfac-
orily explains why the PEG11 RNA levels were system-
tically found to be lower in these animals when com-
ared to +Mat/CLPGPat individuals (Figure 4A and [15]).
We are presently examining whether ectopic expres-

ion of PEG11 might contribute to the induction of the
allipyge phenotype and whether miRNA-mediated re-
ression is involved in the previously reported trans-

nhibition of DLK1, whose ectopic expression was
hown to cause a callipyge-like phenotype in trans-
enic mice [16].
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